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Joyroom S-2030K6 2.4A 2m USB to Lightning cable
Enjoy fast charging of your devices from Apple. Joyroom's USB to Lightning cable provides up to 2.4A of power, and thanks to its smart
chip, guarantees safe use. It also stands out for its impressive durability and resistance to damage.
 
Compatible with your equipment
The cable is fully compatible with Apple devices. Forget about charging problems and pop-ups! With its help you will charge your iPhone,
iPad or AirPods, for example, in a short time. In addition, the built-in resistor ensures stable current, guaranteeing your charged devices
reliable protection.
 
Robust construction
The  cable's  connectors  are  made  of  high-quality  zinc  alloy,  making  them  extremely  durable.  They  are  also  distinguished  by  their
resistance to corrosion and scratching. What's more, the tin-plated copper cable guarantees faster and more stable charging. The cable
is also extremely durable, and its most vulnerable parts have received extra protection - it won't be intimidated by bending or pulling!
 
Current up to 2.4A
The Joyroom S-2030K6 cable allows fast charging of most iPhones. It provides a current of up to 2.4A, which translates into impressive
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efficiency. For example, it only takes about 30 minutes to charge an iPhone 12 to 50% using it. No more wasted time!
 
Brand
Joyroom
Name
Mermaid series data cable
Model
S-2030K6
Color
Black
Type
USB to Lightning
Current
2.4A
Material
Zinc alloy + braided cable
Length
2m

Price:

Before: € 6.0024

Now: € 5.01

Smartphone accessories, Mobile Phone Accessories, USB cables, USB do Lightning
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